INTRODUCTION
"Organometallic compound" is a generic term for "compounds that contain a metal-carbon bond" and the science encompassing this sphere of chemistry is called organometallic chemistry. With the exception of vitamin B 12 coenzyme and a handful of other naturally occurring compounds, organometallic compounds do not exist in nature and are better known as useful reagents or intermediates in many catalytic reactions and organic syntheses. Organometallic compounds have a surprisingly long history: the Zeise's salt complex [1] of ethylene coordinated to platinum was synthesised in 1827. The emergence of interest in organometallic chemistry is attributed to the discovery of mixed titaniumorganoaluminium Ziegler-Natta polymerisation catalyst [2] and ferrocene, in which iron is bound in the plane of the cyclopentadienyl rings [3, 4] . The former gave birth to an industry that would transform our lives, while the latter discovery spawned new concepts of chemical bonding. Organometallic chemistry, situated at the interface between organic chemistry, complex chemistry and polymer chemistry, attracted wide-ranging attention from chemists; and a steady succession of interesting novel reactions were discovered. The thrust of these developments is clear from the stream of Nobel Prize winners who emerged in the field; and even after 65 years, progress in organometallic chemistry continues unabated.
The case of Ziegler-Natta catalysts illustrates the very close connection between organometallic chemistry and polymer synthesis. It is fair to say that, but for transition metal catalysts, polymer synthesis would merit little mention today. As will become clear later, the concepts of polymerisation mechanism are the essence of organotransition metal chemistry. However, while uncon tentious today, the basic notions of chemical bonding between transition metals and organic compounds or groups and the idiosyncratic modes of reaction of organo transition metal compounds need to be appreciated if organotransition metal chemistry is to be correctly understood. Divided into the six parts listed below, this present series of special reviews will review the basic knowledge needed to understand organotransition metal chemistry, and based on this, the reaction mechanisms of polymerisation catalyst reactions and organic syntheses. This first paper examines the concepts of chemical bonding and molecular structure essential for understanding transition metal compounds. Reference should be made to the relevant monographs [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] where necessary. 
CONCEPTS OF CHEMICAL BONDING
Covalent bonding, coordinate bonding, ionic bonding and metal bonding are well known forms of chemical bonding. Covalent bonds, formed by two atoms sharing one another's electrons, can be single bonds or double, triple or higher multiple bonds; most organic and inorganic molecules are constituted by sharing electrons in this way. The bonds between metals and carbon can be thought of in the same way. As the atoms approach one another, the orbitals of the respective atoms or atomic groups overlap, and if the orbital signs (phases) coincide, create an orbital that is stable compared with the atomic systems. The electrons are more stable in such an orbital than when each exists independently (for example as radicals), and a covalent bond is formed. In ligand bonding, a chemical bond is also formed as a result of an electron in the HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) of a ligand being donated to an empty orbital in a metal atom. In this case also, agreement in the signs of the overlapping orbitals is a necessary condition for a stabilised orbital to form.
Liebig, the leading authority of his day, initially dismissed the above discovery of Zeise's salt in which ethylene was bound to platinum as the invention of an "imaginary compound" but later Zeise was in fact shown to be correct. The mode of chemical bonding between ethylene and the metal atom evident in this stable complex was not satisfactorily explained until the 1950s. Figure 1 shows the mode of bonding between ethylene and metal and the related orbital interaction diagram, commonly known as the Dewar-Chatt-Duncanson model [12, 13] . Since the HOMO of ethylene, the so-called p orbital, and an empty orbital of the metal on the one hand, and the LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) of ethylene and a filled d orbital of the metal on the other hand, both have the same orbital signs and symmetry, bonding interaction is possible and stabilised orbitals are created. Two electrons each are accommodated in these orbitals, forming a bond between the metal and ethylene. The former is said to be a donor (ligand) orbital and the latter a back-donation orbital. Ethylene can coordinate to the metal because the orbital created by overlap interaction of the two kinds of orbital is more stable than the original orbitals holding the electrons. The points to keep in mind here are the formation of a bonding orbital due to agreement in the signs of the overlapping pair of orbitals and the electron configuration. Stabilisation through the two interactions of donation and back-donation means that the resultant bond between ethylene and metal is very stable. Interestingly, the double bonding character of ethylene itself weakens when these interactions arise, and its electronic properties change. Thus, once coordinated to the metal, ethylene undergoes a substantial change in reactivity from that of free ethylene. Indeed, this is one of the fundamental reasons why most transition metals function as catalysts. Meanwhile, the discovery of ferrocene FeCp 2 (Cp=C 5 H 5 ) and dibenzenechromium Cr(C 6 H 6 ) 2 , which have organic ligands bound in-plane to the metal [14] , had a major impact on the chemists of the time ( Figure 2 ). Ferrocene is stabilised by efficient interaction of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of the cyclopentadienyl rings with the metal d orbitals and is sufficiently stable a complex to permit purification by sublimation.
In addition, molecular nitrogen and hydrogen complexes were discovered in which the chemically stable nitrogen molecule [15] , and the hydrogen molecule [16] with its single bond, were respectively bound to transition metals without scission of the respective ligand molecular bonds ( Figure 2) . Thus, even the electrons used to create the single bond in hydrogen permit coordination. In this case the antibonding orbital of the hydrogen molecule serves as an orbital accepting back-donation and is stabilised as a result. Another interesting example is what is known as agostic interaction [17] (Figure 2) . This is the phenomenon whereby the C-H bond part of a ligand interacts strongly with the transition metal, the ligand then adopting a cyclic structure containing the metal. The interaction can be viewed as coordination of the C-H bond through an unoccupied coordination site in the metal. Furthermore, it is now known that even stable molecules such as methane can coordinate to transition metals via a C-H bond. This has been demonstrated by kinetics and techniques such as low temperature NMR [18] .
Another interesting mode of bonding is electron deficient bonding (alternatively called three-centre twoelectron bonding), seen in B 2 H 6 and Al 2 Me 6 ( Figure 3 ). Although two electrons are normally needed for a single bond, only two electrons are used in forming the B-H-B bond and the Al-Me-Al bond. Although only one electron is thus used for a single B-H bond, the bond is stable. Figure 3 shows the orbital correlation diagram in B-H-B bonding. However, the actual bond energy is fairly weak compared with the normal single bond and in the presence of a basic substance such as ether, the highly stable donor-acceptor associations Et 2 O.AlMe 3 and Et 2 O.BH 3 are promptly formed.
The most significant conclusion to be drawn from the facts about bonding so far considered is that "When atoms or atomic groups approach one another closely enough, an interaction arises between their respective orbitals, and if the orbital signs coincide, a stabilised orbital is formed to which the original electrons are reallocated. If the orbital newly created by efficient orbital overlap is stable compared with the original system, a chemical bond forms". This expands a little on the basic concept of chemical bonding learned by first year undergraduates, namely "a single bond forms when an electron pair is shared between atoms", and will, it is hoped, receive due recognition.
CHEMICAL BONDING IN TRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES
The bonds in organometallic complexes can seem abstruse since as well as their difference from organic bonds and diversity, their geometries may differ even at the same coordination number. With a little knowledge of complex chemistry, however, they can be easily understood. Since Alfred Werner put forward his coordination theory in 1893, metal complex bonding and structure have become increasingly comprehensible at the molecular level. The structure is more easily understood on introducing concepts with the ostentatious names of crystal field theory and ligand field theory. The concepts originated in research which was at that time trying to understand the structure of cobalt(III) ammine complexes (complexes having ammonia as ligand), isolated as variously coloured crystals. Details can be found in the monographs but, in brief, the hypothesis was advanced, originally by Werner, that the valence of the transition metal was not the same as the number of bonds between the metal and ligands. The energy of the d orbitals changes because of electrostatic interaction with the ligands. The three-dimensional geometry of the complex can also be understood by considering hybrid orbitals. While the concepts are still useful today, the mode of bonding of these complexes has been explained by molecular orbital theory based on interaction between the transition metal atomic orbitals and the ligand orbitals. The approach will be explained in simple terms here. (Figure 4) . Thus, the d orbitals can be divided into two groups of differing stability. Arranging complexes of the same octahedral geometry in order of the number of d electrons in the complex and comparing the ionic radii of the metals, the tendency is for the radius to shorten until three electrons have been added to the shell but then lengthen as the fourth and fifth electrons are added, shorten again as the sixth to eighth electrons are added, and lengthen once more when the final two are added ( Figure 5) . This reflects the fact that, as noted above, the five d orbitals split into two different energy states. The size of this split (D 0 ) is known as the crystal field (ligand field) stabilisation energy, and depends greatly on the species of ligand and metal.
At the same time, the direction of the metal bonds can be predicted by considering hybrid isation (valence bonding) with the empty nd orbitals and (n+1)s and (n+1)p orbitals (n: principal quantum number) so that the ligand can coordinate with the metal (in the same way as the regular tetrahedral geometry of a saturated carbon atom can be explained by sp 3 hybridisation). Figure 6 shows typical hybrid orbitals including d orbitals. Taking d  2 sp  3 hybridisation as an example, a regular octahedral geometry is formed, while in dsp 3 hybridisation a trigonal bipyramidal geometry or square pyramidal geometry of about the same energy is formed. If the metal has ligands capable of increasing the crystal field stabilisation energy D 0 , a dsp 2 hybridised four-coordinate complex of square planar geometry is readily formed. Thus, the diverse threedimensional structures of transition metal complexes can be understood by considering hybridised orbitals.
The quantum chemical interpretation of chemical bonding in transition metal complexes is important. Figure 7 shows the orbital interactions and related energy diagram for complexes with regular octahedral geometry (O h symmetry). The ligands lie in the direction of the vertices of the octahedron centred on the metal atom; the s orbitals of the six ligands are therefore arranged at the position of the respective vertices, and five nd orbitals, one (n+1)s orbital and three (n+1)p orbitals are used in bonding to the transition metal at the centre. To complete the overall energy diagram, the ligand group orbitals capable of bonding and antibonding interaction are constructed consistent with the symmetry of the 9 orbitals of the metal (although not bound to one another, the 6 ligands have fixed relative positions and are treated as linearly combined as though they were a single molecule, giving six new independent orbitals). Note that the d xy , d yz and d xz orbitals, which are incapable of bonding interaction with the ligand s orbitals, remain as non-bonding orbitals. However, if these orbitals are able to interact with the empty antibonding orbitals of the ligand, stabilisation by "back-donation" occurs ( Figure 7 also shows the effect of the back-donation in Figure 1 as interaction with empty p orbitals). Be aware here that the e g orbitals (d x   2 -y 2 and d z 2 ) considered unstabilised in crystal field theory of the O h field are more correctly antibonding orbitals.
THE 18 ELECTRON RULE AND COORDINATIVE UNSATURATION
The 18 electron rule is a simple, effective concept for investigating the stability of transition metal complexes. It is an extension of the so-called octet rule. Transition metal complexes, including organotransition metal complexes, are formed when electron donation (coordination) occurs from a ligand to a transition metal with d-electrons. The rule is empirical and states that when the count of electrons surrounding the transition metal after complex formation (the total of metal d electrons plus donated electrons) is 18, the complex is stable. Otherwise expressed, the rule states that a stable is complex if electrons are accommodated so that, in addition to the nd orbitals (10 electrons), both the (n+1) s orbitals and (n+1)p orbitals (respectively 2 and 6) are filled. To take just one example, [Co(III)( NH 3 ) 6 ] 3+ is a highly stable complex. As Co(III) is a Group 9 element, it has six d-electrons (the cobalt atom has 9 electrons but the valency is +3; the count of d-electrons is thus 6). Since 2 × 6 = 12 electrons are donated from the NH 3 ligands, the overall count of electrons around the metal atom amounts to 18. Although the rule does not hold for every complex, it holds good for most late-period transition metal complexes. The calculation is easier to understand when it has been tried for various other complexes, so readers should try it for themselves. For complexes represented by [MX a L b ] n+ , the general formula below can be written. Remember here that the metal oxidation state is the sum of the number of bonds (a) with a one-electron ligand X and the number of electrons (n) lost by ionisation, that is (a+n)+ (-n in the case of an anionic complex since the electron count then increases); and the number of metal d-electrons is the difference between the metal periodic group number and oxidation state, that is (group number of M)-(a+n).
Electron count of complex [MX a L b ] n+ = number of d-electrons of M (the group number) + overall number of electrons donated from ligands (the total electrons donated from one-electron ligands X and two-electron ligands L) + the number of electrons +n or -n subtracted/ added by ionisation. The 18 electron complex rule predicts that no further ligands can bond to the metal. The empirical rule clearly holds good because, taking the molecular orbitals of the Oh complex in Figure 7 as an example, the orbitals are filled up to and including the non-bonding t 2g orbitals when 18 electrons are present. The same approach provides some theoretical basis for the 18 electron rule. It asserts that, if there are fewer than 18 electrons, the complex is coordinatively unsaturated, signifying that further ligands could be accepted, with very important implications for the analysis of catalytic reactions and the reactivity of organometallic complexes. One of the key aspects of catalyst design is deciding how to incorporate coordinative unsaturation in a catalyst system. Empty binding sites are necessary for the reaction substrate to interact with a coordination-saturated transition metal, and in most cases some of the ligands dissociate in solution, etc., creating a coordination-unsaturated active complex.
Tea Time 3: When counting electrons in the 18 electron rule, doubt may arise when looking at the d-electron configuration of transition metals in the Periodic
It is well known that a d 8 -square planar complex is stable in the coordination-unsaturated 16 electron state. The explanation is that the d x 2 -y 2 orbital is highly unstable in square planar geometry, which means that the complex can exist in a 16 electron state despite coordinative unsaturation. The complex will, of course, readily coordinate with another ligand to form an 18 electron complex. This is commonly seen in complexes of heavy metals in the lower part of the Periodic Table (Au(III), Pt(II), Pd(II), Rh(I), Ir(I), etc.) that contain ligands with the capacity to create large crystal field splitting (ligand field splitting).
NMR ANALYSIS OF ORGANOTRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES
Transition metal complexes commonly exhibit fluxionality (dynamic behaviour) in NMR, etc., giving spectra that appear difficult to interpret. For example, the carbonyl ligands in Fe(CO) 5 take up trigonal bipyramid geometry (tbp); although two resonances would therefore be expected in 13 C-NMR, only a single signal is observed. The explanation is that, because of pseudorotation, the equatorial and apical carbonyl ligands exchange positions more rapidly than the NMR time-scale, making them indistinguishable so they are observed only as an averaged chemical shift (Figure 8) . Again, the two carbene hydrogens in W(=CH 2 )Cp(CO) 2 (PEt 3 ) are observed as a double doublet at -110°C, at which they are magnetically non-equivalent enough to permit resolution, but above -20°C they are equivalent and observed as a single doublet coupling with phosphorus [19] . This is because the W=C bond rotates without scission, the rate of rotation increasing with rise in temperature ( Figure 9 ). Tea Time 4: Pseudorotation denotes the following process. In the tbp structure of Figure 8, 2 , on the other hand, the methyl groups on phosphorus are observed as a distinct triplet irrespective of coupling with the phosphorus nuclei. The triplet, termed a "virtual triplet", is a secondary spectrum characteristic of the A 3 XX'A' 3 8 spin system observed when the complex has trans geometry. The spectral profile becomes more complicated when the trans geometry breaks down, but the complex often adopts cis geometry, in which case a doublet is observed. NMR analysis of organometallic complexes requires caution since the fluxionality and NMR complexity of such complexes are rarely encountered in organic chemistry.
NOMENCLATURE OF METAL COMPLEXES [20]
The chemical nomenclature of metal complexes still differs somewhat from that of organic compounds and is hard to understand, not least because the approach of the IUPAC changes with the times. Moreover, as with cluster complexes containing a plurality of metals, the complex often has a complicated structure, making formal names excessively long or difficult to formulate. It is therefore important to have a good grasp of the basic rules of nomenclature.
Crucially, the way the structure is written down or spoken as a word differs from how the molecular formula is written. For molecular formulae, the metal is written first, followed by the ligand formulae inclusive of prefixes denoting number, bridges, linkages, etc., with abbreviations in brackets. The ligands are given in alphabetic order (anionic ligands were previously put first). The cationic part is written before the anionic part. The cationic part, anionic part and neutral complex are as a rule enclosed in square brackets [], though in practice these are often omitted. The written name of the complex first specifies the ligands, in alphabetic order, and the name of the metal is written last. The suffix "o" is generally added to anionic ligands, though the latest edition has abolished the representations "chloro" and "bromo", calling them "chlorido" and "bromido" instead. In Japanese the names are given fully Romanised readings. Consequently, chloride and bromide as free anions and Cl and Br as ligands are identically named when the name is written in Japanese, which is very confusing and has still not been completely accepted outside the specialism. Many other detailed rules exist but have had to be omitted here. Although the nomenclature of complexes thus presents difficulties, an effort should be made to grasp at least the basic rules and avoid misunderstandings.
CONCLUSIONS
This review has outlined the basic knowledge needed for understanding organometallic complexes. For outsiders, the concepts can be difficult to grasp and may be perceived as unnecessarily complicated; nevertheless, they are important for gaining a more detailed insight into catalytic reaction intermediates and reaction mechanisms. Since the preceding several pages have summarised all the knowledge needed for understanding organometallic chemistry primarily on the basis of the established disciplines of complex chemistry and quantum chemistry, much of it may be difficult to follow or inadequately explained. The reader is urged to study the relevant monographs.
